WE HAVE THE WINNERS OF THE 7th GREEN-GO SHORT FILM CONTEST
Short films advocating change

The winning film in the Build Green, Live Green Category is Loud Statement by Pavlo Nesterov from the Czech Republic, and from The Last Day On Earth? is Nature Calls by Harry Vincent from Australia. In the Your Europe in 2050 category the winner is State of Emergency by Victoria Bilash from Germany. We are very happy to say that the popular vote winner is a film by Adegoke Todimu, from Nigeria, called The Future.

These films are sending clear messages about significant issues that our societies have to grapple with today - how to manage our resources and ensure equitable access to all, in order to maintain human dignity.

This year we received a large number of films (over 160 submissions) and the choices were not easy, and neither were the categories, so a special thanks to our jury members, Dusty Gedge, Klara Hajdu and Monika Kotulak, and everyone who participated.

So far, during the seven years, we streamed 696 films from more than 40 countries and we reached around 12 million people around the world. We use these short films for advocacy purposes and we will help the film authors participating in the contest to screen their films and to send their messages to wider audiences by educating, informing and entertaining them.

Green-Go is organized by CEEweb for Biodiversity, a network of non-governmental organizations from Central and Eastern Europe. Its mission is the conservation of biodiversity through the promotion of sustainable development.

This contest is supported by the European Union.
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